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Abstract. Characterization of blood vessel elastic properties can help in detecting thrombosis and preventing life-threatening conditions such as acute myocardial infarction or stroke. Vascular elastic photoacoustic tomography (VE-PAT) is proposed to measure blood vessel compliance in humans. Implemented on a linear-array-based photoacoustic computed tomography system, VE-PAT can quantify blood vessel compliance changes due to simulated thrombosis and occlusion. The feasibility of the VE-PAT system was first demonstrated by measuring the strains under uniaxial loading in perfused blood vessel phantoms and quantifying their compliance changes due to the simulated thrombosis. The VE-PAT system detected a decrease in the compliances of blood vessel phantoms with simulated thrombosis, which was validated by a standard compression test. The VE-PAT system was then applied to assess blood vessel compliance in a human subject. Experimental results showed a decrease in compliance when an occlusion occurred downstream from the measurement point in the blood vessels, demonstrating VE-PAT’s potential for clinical thrombosis detection.
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1 Introduction

Mechanical properties of biological tissue are directly related to its underlying structure and can be altered by pathological states such as tumors and arteriosclerosis. Particularly, the elastic properties of blood vessels are strongly affected by hemodynamic changes in the circulation system and may indicate the presence of thrombosis and vessel occlusion, which can lead to severe conditions such as stroke, acute heart attack, and pulmonary embolism.1,2 Partially or fully clogged blood vessels under thrombosis are usually harder to compress.3 Thus, characterizing the elastic properties of blood vessels under different hemodynamic states can potentially contribute to the detection of thrombosis and help prevent it from developing into acute life-threatening conditions.

Inspired by manual palpation, medical imaging technologies have been applied to image the elastic properties of biological tissue.3 By measuring the tissue’s deformation under loading, elasticity imaging techniques usually map the mechanical properties of biological tissue onto an image called an elastogram. An elastogram conveys the local variations of stiffness in the region of interest and adds a new dimension of information that may help clinical diagnosis and therapy. In addition to its primary application in breast cancer diagnosis, elasticity imaging techniques also find applications in blood vessel stiffness characterization.4,5 Vascular elasticity imaging was first implemented invasively by using endovascular imaging catheters.6,7 Based on various imaging modalities, noninvasive vascular elasticity imaging was later achieved, including ultrasound elastography (USE), magnetic resonance elastography (MRE), and optical coherence elastography (OCE).8-10 USE can image blood vessels in deep regions, but the poor ultrasonic scattering contrast between blood and extravascular tissue makes it insensitive to the deformations of small blood vessels.11 MRE can potentially penetrate the whole human body, but its spatial resolution (~1 to 3 mm) is sufficient for assessing the stiffness of large blood vessels only.12 Benefiting from the high spatial resolution of optical coherence tomography, OCE has a typical spatial resolution of 1 to 10 μm and can detect displacement at the submicrometer level. Thus it is capable of mapping small blood vessel elasticity.13 However, OCE suffers from strong optical scattering in biological tissue, limiting its penetration depth to ~1 mm, which is insufficient for assessing elastic properties of blood vessels in the optical diffusive regime in tissues.

Combining optical excitation with acoustic detection, photoacoustic tomography (PAT) provides high spatial resolution at depth with high detection sensitivity.14 With strong optical absorption contrast provided by hemoglobin in red blood cells, PAT has achieved structural and functional imaging of vasculature in both animals and humans.15-17 PAT has also been applied to measure the elastic properties of biological tissue ex vivo.18 However, by measuring the phase delay between the dominant photoacoustic wave and the reference signal, the current photoacoustic technique is able to detect only the viscosity–elasticity ratio instead of the elasticity, which is not applicable to assess the vascular elastic properties in humans in vivo.18

In this work, we report noninvasive vascular elastic photoacoustic tomography (VE-PAT), capable of measuring blood vessel compliance changes at depth in humans. Because PAT is highly sensitive to blood, the term “blood vessel” in this work specifically refers to blood perfused vessels. By measuring the compliance changes of blood vessel phantoms with and without simulated thrombosis, we demonstrated the feasibility of VE-PAT in characterizing blood vessel elasticity. We further...
applied this technique to humans and detected a decrease of blood vessel compliance after downstream vessel occlusion, demonstrating the potential of VE-PAT in clinical thrombosis detection.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Experimental System

In VE-PAT, the major device is a linear-array-based photoacoustic imaging probe.9,20 The probe used here consisted of a linear array ultrasonic transducer (Visualsonics Inc. LZ250, 21 MHz center frequency, 78% one-way bandwidth, 256 elements, 23 × 3 mm array size) with two optical fiber bundle strips (20 × 1.25 mm) mounted on each side [Fig. 1(a)]. The laser beams coming out of the two optical fiber bundle strips had an angle of incidence of 30 deg with respect to the imaging plane. The two optical fiber bundles were bifurcated from a single optical bundle that was incorporated into the probe together with an ultrasound signal cable. A tunable optical parametric oscillator laser (680 to 970 nm, 20-Hz pulse repetition rate) was coupled into the single fiber optical bundle for photoacoustic excitation. The wavelength was set to 850 nm to achieve deep penetration for vascular elasticity imaging. In our experiments, the fluence on the sample surface was 10 mJ/cm², well within the safety limit set by the American National Standards Institute (20 mJ/cm²). Each element of the transducer array was cylindrically focused with a focal length of 15 mm. For each of four laser pulses, photoacoustic signals were captured sequentially on one quarter (i.e., 64 elements) of the transducer array elements. After all data were acquired from the four segments, we reconstructed a two-dimensional (2-D) photoacoustic image using the filtered back-projection algorithm.21 The reconstructed 2-D photoacoustic image is referred to hereafter as the B-scan photoacoustic image. An imaging station (Vevo LAZR, Visualsonics Inc.) displayed the reconstructed B-scan photoacoustic images at 5 frames/s, as determined by the 20 Hz laser repetition rate and the four-to-one multiplexing in the image acquisition system. The VE-PAT system has spatial resolutions of 119 μm in the lateral direction, 86 μm in the axial direction, and 1237 μm in the elevational direction.20 The minimum displacement that can be resolved is 18.3 μm, which is determined by the data acquisition sampling rate of 84 MHz and the average speed of sound in biological tissue of 1540 m/s. The typical signal-to-noise ratios of the VE-PAT system were around 25 dB in the following phantom experiments and 20 dB in the in vivo experiments in humans.

To implement VE-PAT, a customized compression stage was developed and incorporated into the probe. The compression stage had an aluminum plate controlled by a three-dimensional translation stage, which could position the plate in the x−y plane and induce precise displacements along the z axis for accurate sample compression [Fig. 1(b)]. Above the compression plate, a water tank held water for acoustic coupling. An imaging window slightly larger than the probe was machined in the center of the compression plate. To ensure the compression force applied to the sample was normal and uniaxial, a piece of fully stretched polymethylpentene plastic membrane was attached to the bottom of the compression plate, which allowed the transmission of both the optical excitation light and the generated photoacoustic wave. An aluminum block on an optical table held the sample against compression.

2.2 Phantom Preparation

Silicone microtubes with 0.3 mm (60985-700, VWR) and 3.4 mm inner diameters (60985-720, VWR) perfused with bovine blood (905, Quad-Five) mimicked small and large blood vessels, respectively. Blood was pumped into the microtubes through a syringe, and the flow speed was controlled by a syringe pump (BSP-99M, Braintree Scientific). The thrombosis was simulated by injecting a small drop of glue into the microtube downstream from the measurement point, which hardened on the tube wall and partially blocked the flow. The microtube was then embedded in tissue-mimicking gelatin phantoms 3 mm deep [Fig. 2(a)]. To achieve stiffness similar to that of soft tissue, the gelatin concentration in the phantoms was 100 g/L.22 To achieve similar optical scattering as in biological tissue, 1% intralipid was added to the gelatin phantoms.

2.3 Method

2.3.1 Sample compression and photoacoustic image acquisition

Elastic property changes induced by simulated thrombosis were investigated in both the large and small blood vessel phantoms. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the axis of the phantom blood vessel was perpendicular to the imaging plane. A cross section of the phantom was first imaged right after the compression plate contacted

![Fig. 1 Schematic of vascular elastic photoacoustic tomography (VE-PAT): (a) photoacoustic imaging probe and (b) VE-PAT setup for a blood vessel phantom imaging. The imaging probe is incorporated with a customized compression stage.](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics)
the sample with a minimum load. For the big vessel (ID = 3.4 mm), we applied 10 small steps of compression with a step size of 50 μm and two large steps of compression with a step size of 300 μm. For the small vessel phantom (ID = 0.3 mm), only one 50 μm step compression was applied instead of 12 steps. For all the compression steps, corresponding photoacoustic images were acquired when the phantom had stabilized. The same compression and imaging procedure was performed in both conditions, with and without simulated thrombosis.

In vivo blood vessel elasticity was assessed on the middle finger of the right hand of a 29-year-old male volunteer. All of the experiments were conducted in accordance with the human studies protocols approved by the Institutional Review Board at Washington University in St. Louis. The right hand was placed on the object holder, and the middle finger was fixed in position and imaged by the VE-PAT system. Similar to the procedures in our phantom experiments, a cross section of the finger was first imaged just after the compression plate contacted the finger with a minimum load. Then we applied five small steps of compression with a step size of 50 μm and two large steps of compression with a step size of 300 μm. Photoacoustic images were acquired after each step of compression. To simulate thrombosis, a vessel occlusion was created on the near end of the middle finger. The same compression and imaging procedure was performed in both conditions, with and without simulated thrombosis.

Before the microtubes were embedded into tissue-mimicking gelatin phantoms, the compliances of the perfused large blood vessel phantoms with and without simulated thrombosis were measured with a standard compression test. In the standard compression test, the large blood vessel phantom was placed on a high-precision digital weighing scale (S200, Ohaus) and compressed using the customized compression stage. The compression stress was calculated based on the difference in the scale readings before and after compression. The axial displacement of the top boundary was read from the translation stage that moved the compression plate along the z axis for precise sample compression. Because the bottom boundary did not move, the strain was calculated as the deformation over the original diameter of the blood vessel phantom [Eq. (1)]. Consistent with the

\[ \varepsilon = \frac{d_t - d_b}{L} \]  

As the compliance \( C \) is proportional to the strain \( \varepsilon \), the ratio of the compliances \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) of two samples under the same stress equals the ratio of their strains \( \varepsilon_1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 \):

\[ \frac{C_1}{C_2} = \frac{\varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_2} \]  

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Standard Compression Test of the Large Blood Vessel Phantom

Before the microtubes were embedded into tissue-mimicking gelatin phantoms, the compliances of the perfused large blood vessel phantoms with and without simulated thrombosis were measured with a standard compression test. In the standard compression test, the large blood vessel phantom was placed on a high-precision digital weighing scale (S200, Ohaus) and compressed using the customized compression stage. The compression stress was calculated based on the difference in the scale readings before and after compression. The axial displacement of the top boundary was read from the translation stage that moved the compression plate along the z axis for precise sample compression. Because the bottom boundary did not move, the strain was calculated as the deformation over the original diameter of the blood vessel phantom [Eq. (1)]. Consistent with the
previous elasticity imaging studies, the strain–stress relationship appeared linear with the coefficient of determination ($R^2$) of 0.993 and 0.987 when the strain was smaller than 10% [Fig. 2(b)]. The ratio of the compliances between cases with and without simulated thrombosis was 0.64.

### 3.2 Vascular Elastic Photoacoustic Tomography of Large Blood Vessel Phantom

Photoacoustic images of a cross section of the large blood vessel phantom before and after 10 small steps of compression with a step size of 50 μm are shown in Fig. 3. The diameter of the large blood vessel phantom before compression was measured to be 3513.6 μm. The axial displacements of the top and bottom boundaries and the strain values of the large blood vessel phantom are summarized in Table 1. Under the same stress, the blood vessel phantom without simulated thrombosis [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] underwent larger deformation than that with simulated thrombosis [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. The strain values of the large blood vessel phantom with and without simulated thrombosis were plotted at each compression step [Fig. 3(i)]. During the 10 small steps of compression, the strain–stress response still appeared linear, as shown in Fig. 3(i). We quantified the relative compliance by fitting the two data sets to linear functions. The compliance ratio between the two states was estimated to be 0.67, which is close to the ratio of 0.64 measured in the standard compression test.

Figures 3(e)–3(h) show B-scan photoacoustic images of a cross section of the large blood vessel phantom before and after two large steps of compression with a step size of 500 μm, during which the strain reached the apparent nonlinear strain–stress response regime. The blood vessel phantom became harder to compress in the presence of simulated thrombosis [Figs. 3(g)–3(h)], akin to the linear strain–stress response result. The strain values at the first compression state for the blood vessel phantom with and without simulated thrombosis were 12.9% ± 1.3% and 16.3% ± 1.1%, respectively. At the second compression state, they were 15.8% ± 1.4% and 22.4% ± 1.7%, respectively [Fig. 3(i)]. Since the same compression forces were applied to the blood vessel phantom with and without simulated thrombosis at each state, the smaller strains
indicated that a decrease in compliance of the blood vessel phantom was induced by the simulated thrombosis.

### 3.3 Vascular Elastic Photoacoustic Tomography of Small Blood Vessel Phantom

Photoacoustic images of a cross section of the small blood vessel were acquired before and after compression with and without simulated thrombosis [Figs. 4(a)–4(d)]. The diameter of the small blood vessel phantom before compression was measured to be 329.4 μm. The axial displacements of the top and bottom boundaries and the strain values of the small blood vessel phantom are summarized in Table 2. Similar to the large blood vessel phantom, the small blood vessel phantom was harder to compress with the simulated thrombosis. The strain for the small blood vessel phantom without simulated thrombosis was 13.3 ± 0.9% while the strain with simulated thrombosis was only 6.7 ± 0.4% [Fig. 4(e)]. Under the same compression force, the decrease in strain indicated a decrease in compliance due to the simulated thrombosis.

### 3.4 Vascular Elastic Photoacoustic Tomography of Blood Vessels in a Human

Figure 5 shows the VE-PAT results of the middle finger blood vessels of the human subject with and without vessel

![Fig. 4 VE-PAT of a small blood vessel phantom. Photoacoustic images of a cross section of the small blood vessel phantom without simulated thrombosis (a) before and (b) after compression, with simulated thrombosis (c) before and (d) after compression. (e) Strain values for the small blood vessel phantom with and without thrombosis. Statistics: paired Student’s t-test. P values: **<0.05.](image-url)
occlusion. The diameter of the blood vessel in the human finger before compression was measured to be 786.9 μm. The axial displacements of the top and bottom boundaries and the strain values of the finger blood vessel are summarized in Table 3. During five small steps of compression with a step size of 50 μm, the blood vessel in the finger underwent smaller deformation with vessel occlusion downstream [Figs. 5(a)–5(d)]. Strain values for the blood vessels at each step of compression were calculated for both normal and vessel occlusion conditions [Fig. 5(e)]. Since the largest deformation was still within the linear strain–stress response regime, we estimated a relative decrease of compliance as 30.0% when the vessel was occluded.

The finger was then compressed with two 300 μm steps, during which the blood vessels underwent larger deformation so that the strain–stress response became nonlinear.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Without thrombosis</th>
<th>With thrombosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top boundary displacement (μm)</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom boundary displacement (μm)</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deformation (μm)</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain (%)</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of strain (%)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Linear compression</th>
<th>Nonlinear compression step 1</th>
<th>Nonlinear compression step 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without vessel occlusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top boundary displacement (μm)</td>
<td>234.2</td>
<td>456.1</td>
<td>585.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom boundary displacement (μm)</td>
<td>155.5</td>
<td>161.0</td>
<td>208.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deformation (μm)</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>295.1</td>
<td>376.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain (%)</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>47.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of strain (%)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With vessel occlusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top boundary displacement (μm)</td>
<td>165.6</td>
<td>259.9</td>
<td>475.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom boundary displacement (μm)</td>
<td>113.4</td>
<td>128.1</td>
<td>295.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deformation (μm)</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>131.8</td>
<td>180.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain (%)</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of strain (%)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 VE-PAT of a human finger in the linear strain–stress response regime. Photoacoustic images of a cross section of the human finger without vessel occlusion (a) before and (b) after compression and with vessel occlusion (c) before and (d) after compression. (e) Strain curves under five steps of compression for the human finger with and without vessel occlusion. Dashed lines: linear fits with the coefficient of determination ($R^2$) of 0.993 and 0.987. Error bars: standard deviation.
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Again, the blood vessels with occlusion underwent smaller deformation than that without occlusion under the same load. Strain values for blood vessels without occlusion at the two steps were 37.5% ± 5.8% and 47.9% ± 6.1%, while they were 16.7% ± 3.4% and 22.9% ± 4.5% with vessel occlusion [Fig. 6(g)]. These results demonstrated that VE-PAT can detect the decrease of vessel compliance in the human finger due to vessel occlusion in both the linear and nonlinear strain–stress response regimes.

4 Discussions and Conclusions

By incorporating a linear-array-based photoacoustic imaging probe with a customized compression stage, we have developed VE-PAT that can detect blood vessel elasticity changes due to abnormal hemodynamic states. VE-PAT detected vascular compliance changes due to simulated thrombosis in large and small blood vessel phantoms at depths and in blood vessels in a finger of a human subject in vivo. In the large blood vessel phantom, the compliance ratio between the two states with and without simulated thrombosis measured by VE-PAT agreed with the value measured in the standard compression test. By imaging the small blood vessel phantom embedded 3 mm deep in the gelatin phantom, VE-PAT demonstrated its capability to detect elasticity changes of small blood vessels at depths that are difficult for either USE or OCE to image. In addition, VE-PAT was applied to assess blood vessel elasticity changes due to vessel occlusion in the human finger, demonstrating its potential for clinical vessel elasticity characterization.

The detection sensitivity of the VE-PAT system is limited by the minimum detectable displacement, that is, 18.3 μm. First, the minimum detectable displacement limits the minimum diameter of blood vessels whose elasticity can be assessed by VE-PAT in the linear strain–stress response regime, which is usually considered to be less than 10% strain in biological tissue. To stay within the linear strain–stress response regime, the blood vessel diameter should be at least 183 μm, that is, 10 times (reciprocal of 10%) the minimum detectable displacement. For blood vessels with diameters smaller than 183 μm and larger than the minimum detectable displacement of 18.3 μm, their elasticity can still be assessed, but only in the nonlinear stress–strain response regime. For blood vessels with diameters smaller than 18.3 μm, their deformation cannot be resolved, which is the ultimate detection limit of the current VE-PAT system.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that PAT has been applied for quantitative assessment of blood vessel elastic properties in humans in vivo. In addition to the information that photoacoustic imaging can provide including structure, flow velocity, molecule concentration, and oxygen saturation level of hemoglobin, VE-PAT adds important elasticity information. VE-PAT has potential for use in many clinical applications, including detection of deep venous thrombosis, characterization of vulnerable plaque, and evaluation of atherosclerotic tissues.
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